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A little rant 
backstory

💊🏫🔬



Elementary

🎨🎭



High School

📰



College

📰🕸🔷🌞



Work

💻📱,



but why tho



https://twitter.com/RanaAwdish/status/1175155636738428940
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Learning is seeing the bigger picture  
and how things are connected



It’s all connected

Design
Technology Experience



not OR



but AND



U + I + X



UI
User Interface



UI
User Interface is the space  
where interactions between  
humans and machines occur



Radio buttons can only be pushed one at a time



Radio buttons in the Graphical User Interface of 
the Xerox Star 8010 computer (1981)



SVG Splat Radio Button by Chris Gannon (2015)

https://dribbble.com/shots/2378100-SVG-Splat-Radio-Button


UX
User Experience



UX
User Experience is a person’s  
perceptions & responses resulting  
from the use and/or anticipated use  
of a product, system, or service



Use of a product



Use of a product, system



Use of a product, system, or service



“I wanted to cover all aspects 
of the person’s experience 
with a system, including 
industrial design, graphics, 
the interface, the physical 
interaction, and the manual.”  
— Don Norman



UI vs UX ❌
Not parallel



Batman v Superman ❌
Not opposite



UI/UX ❌
Not interchangeable



MamSir ./
Not equivalent



UI
can be more than digital



UX
can be more than digital



But for simplicity
We’ll be talking about digital



You can’t control  
an experience



You can build for  
an experience



How you build 
will affect it



USER

So what affects experience?



USER

Principles & Processes



Designing the User Interface: Strategies for Effective 
Human-Computer Interaction by Ben Shneiderman (1987)

1. Strive for consistency 

2. Enable frequent users 
to use shortcuts 

3. Offer informative 
feedback. 

4. Design dialog to yield 
closure. 

5. Offer simple error 
handling. 

6. Permit easy reversal 
of actions 

7. Support internal 
locus of control. 

8. Reduce short-term 
memory load.



10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design  
by Jakob Nielsen (1994)

1. Visibility of sytem status 

2. Match between system 
and the real world 

3. User control & freedom 

4. Consistency & standards 

5. Error prevention 

6. Recognition rather  
than recall 

7. Flexibility and efficiency 
of use 

8. Aesthetic and 
minimalist design 

9. Help users recognize, 
diagnose, and recover 
from errors 

10. Help and documentation





🔊



The challenge: turn down your volume  

AT ONCE!

🔉









How would you feel?

🔊



🔊 
Functional    👍  

Reliable         🤔 

Usable            😠



🔊 
Functional    👍  

Reliable         🤔 

Usable            😠 

Convenient   🙅 

Pleasurable  😩 

Meaningful   🤷



Something can be perfectly functional  
but utterly ridiculous to use

🔊



maturity
minimum 
viable 
product



More things  
to consider





ID
Information Design (ID) is the practice of 
presenting information that fosters  
efficient and effective understanding of it.





IA
Information Architecture (IA) is the 
organizing, structuring, and labeling of 
content in an effective & sustainable way.





IXD
Interaction Design (IxD) is the creation  
of engaging interfaces with  
well thought out behaviors over time.





https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2018/08/best-practices-for-mobile-form-design/


A11y
Accessibility (A11Y) is the design of 
environments to be usable  
by people with disabilities.



Disabilities: Permanent, Temporary, Situational 
— Inclusive design toolkit by Microsoft

https://www.microsoft.com/design/inclusive/


Most problematic A11Y issues according to 
screenreader users (via Bruce Lawson / WebAIM)

https://twitter.com/brucel/status/1174186286216859649


Perf
Performance is the speed at which a page 
can download and render content, as 
measured objectively and perceived 
subjectively by the user. 



53% of mobile site visits were abandoned if a page 
took longer than 3 seconds to load — DoubleClick

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/performance/why-performance-matters/#performance_is_about_retaining_users


words
Copywriting, Content Strategy, Editing



“Conversation is the  
oldest interface.”  
— Erika Hall



What do you tap to cancel the download?



More
Motion Design  
Data Visualization  
Psychology 
and so on 
. 
. 
.





Don’t stop at 
just functional



UCD
User-Centered Design is an approach that 
focuses on users through planning, design & 
development of a product



What does a  
user-centered 
process look like?



User-Centered Design Process

Discover Define Design Refine Deliver



Discover Define Design Refine Deliver

understand the problem

research, interviews, requirements, goals



Discover Define Design Refine Deliver

define user needs, business 
goals, & tech constraints



Discover Define Design Refine Deliver

build the solution



Most people make the mistake 
of thinking design is what it 
looks like. That’s not what we 
think design is. It’s not just 
what it looks like and feels 
like. Design is how it works.  
— Steve Jobs



Design is the rendering  
of intent. 
— Jared Spool



Design is intelligence  
made visible. 
— Alina Wheeler



Discover Define Design Refine Deliver

build the solution

sketches, wireframes, mockups, prototypes



Discover Define Design Refine Deliver

build the solution

(hypothesis)



Discover Define Design Refine Deliver

user research &  
usability testing
(qualitative + quantitative)
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https://twitter.com/pablostanley/status/1169223591881269249
https://twitter.com/pablostanley/status/1169223591881269249


Discover Define Design Refine Deliver

present validated solution



Spectrum of design roles by Jasper Stephenson

https://uxdesign.cc/the-spectrum-of-digital-design-roles-in-2018-3286390a9966


The process  
is iterative
“Kaizen” — Japanese business philosophy 
of continuous improvement



The process  
is iterative
Failure is OK — you learn & get better from it



So you don’t develop 
a product that
• nobody wants or needs  
• is difficult to use  
• doesn’t improve or evolve



Visible spectrum



Invisible spectrum 



Present, but 
overlooked
#hugot?



“Soft Skills”



Equally 
Important 
Probably even more so



Communication



Persuasion & 
Negotiation



Empathy
is a matter of standing in the place of or with 
versus speaking to or for.  

— Fran Wilde



Ethics
UXers should be the most comfortable talking 
about privilege, racism, homophobia, white 
supremacy, xenophobia, etc. because being 
human-centered demands moments of grief & 
discomfort. Failure to do so reinforces a shallow 
point of view on the human experience & 
encourages apathy. — Vivianne Castillo



Technology is not neutral

Ethics



Inclusiveness
If it’s inaccessible to the poor*  
it’s neither radical nor revolutionary. 

— Jonathan Herrera 

*marginalized



Inclusiveness



it’s not “just” 
technology



it’s not “just”  
design



What we build  
is a reflection of 
what we value



“She had missed her hydration and all because 
[3 nurses with over 10 years experience] were 
stuck trying to figure this out” — How Bad UX 
Killed Jenny by Jonathan Shariat

https://medium.com/tragic-design/how-bad-ux-killed-jenny-ef915419879e


“Ooops, I guess we're full-stack developers now” 
by Chris Coyier  (2019)

https://full-stack.netlify.com/


People don’t want to use your 
software. They want to lose weight, 
laugh, be entertained, get smarter, 
spend time with loved ones, go home 
on time, sleep adequately, eat good 
food, be happy.  
Your product is only as good as the 
experiences it enables people to have.  
— Sahil Lavingia



flex plug ko lang





pwdo.org 
be a member!  
join our events! 
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stellify.net ✨ @sofimi
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